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ABSTRACT
Journalists are targets of computer security attacks because
of the type, value, and temporally sensitive nature of in-
formation that they communicate with sources, colleagues,
and eventually the public. One way journalists can help to
prevent targeted attacks is by being well-aware of risks and
taking appropriate security measures. Despite the existence
of several security training modules specifically designed for
journalists, many are still unaware of computer security con-
cepts and procedures. In this paper, we identify existing on-
line security training modules designed for journalists and
evaluate them through the lens of learning science. We find
that none of the security training modules we evaluated con-
formed to accepted learning science principles. We conclude
by offering recommendations for the design of online secu-
rity training targeted at journalists, where we emphasize on
interdisciplinary research collaboration in developing such
training.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As digital communication technologies improve, they help

journalists perform an array of activities more quickly and
effectively, including accessing information, doing research,
communicating with sources, and filing stories. This tech-
nology, however, also puts them at the risk of attacks: 21 of
the world’s top-25 news organizations have been the target
of hacking attacks [35]; in recent years, several prominent
US news organizations including The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, and The Washington Post
revealed that they have been targets of state-sponsored dig-
ital attacks designed to identify journalists’ sources [28,29].
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As another example, Ethiopian Satellite Television Service
(ESAT) employees were attacked with sophisticated com-
puter spyware designed to steal secret credentials, and in-
tercept Skype calls and instant messages [18].

Computer security training aims to make journalists aware
of potential security threats and guide them to adopt appro-
priate security tools and behaviors [15]. While many online
security training modules exist to train journalists on secu-
rity concepts and behaviors [15], recent research [21, 22] in-
dicates that individual journalists are not actively thinking
about or protecting themselves from common attacks like
phishing and malware. While a range of factors affect an in-
dividual’s computer security behaviors—including organiza-
tional culture, task-specific requirements, and personal pref-
erences [3, 4]—education about the security implications of
one’s behaviors is an important component.

In this work, we evaluate the educational efficacy of avail-
able online security training materials targeted at journal-
ists. We focus on online training because it is among the
most common training delivery format for journalists [23].
We ground our evaluation in learning principles established
and validated by the learning sciences. Specifically, we eval-
uate the extent to which each module meets accepted prin-
ciples of learning science and provide recommendations for
improvement in cases where the training modules fall short.

We are not aware of prior work evaluating these materi-
als. Although prior research [17] has offered an analysis of
online anti-phishing training materials, these were materials
targeted at general web users and focused on presentation
details (e.g., number of words, pages, images, etc.) rather
than the principles of learning science. Our focus is specif-
ically on security training for journalists, because, as prior
work found [21,22], these users may be unaware of the spe-
cific security vulnerabilities and the corresponding counter-
measures necessary for working with sensitive information in
the public interest, especially while facing increasing surveil-
lance and digital attacks.

In summary, in this paper, we analyze existing online se-
curity training modules through the lens of learning science.
We find that none of the training modules we evaluate meets
accepted principles from learning science, and we draw rec-
ommendations for improved training modules from our find-
ings. This work is formative research to inform our eventual
goal: to design an online security training module ensuring



Table 1: Online Security Training Modules: Through the Lens of Learning Science Principles [ : Leverages a learning
principle, #: Does not leverage a learning principle, H#: Partially leverages a learning principle, env.: environment, T: Text,
SI: Still Image, AV: Animated Video].

Training
Presentation

Learning Science Principles

Modules Learning- Immediate Conceptual
Contiguity

Persona- Story-based
Reflection

by-doing feedback procedural lization agent env.

APC [14] T # #  #  # #
FPF [25] T+SI # #  H#  # #

CIJ [12] T+SI # #  H#  # #
CPJ [33] T # #  #  # #
SKeyes [13] T+AV # #    H# #

WeFC [36] T+SI # #  H#  # #
FLD [9] T # #  #  # #

StoryMaker [32] T+SI # H#  H#  #  
Internews [16] T # #  #  # #

EFF [11] T+SI+AV # #  H#  # #

appropriate knowledge acquisition and retention for jour-
nalists, through a collaboration among information security,
journalism, and HCI research community.

2. METHOD
We evaluated how well existing online security training

modules for journalists conform to seven accepted learning
science principles [2, 5, 7, 17, 19, 20, 31]. To identify avail-
able English-language security training modules designed for
journalists, we manually searched the web using appropriate
keywords in popular search engines (e.g., Google) and ac-
cessed training modules listed by Henrichsen et al. in their
report prepared for UNESCO [15]. Because of our focus
on online training modules, we excluded offerings that pro-
moted specific security tools or advertised in-person train-
ing courses. Our final list includes all of the online secu-
rity training modules that we found designed specifically for
journalists. We note that though there may exist additional
training modules that our search did not uncover, our set
of ten modules covers many well-known organizations and
provides an important first look at security training for jour-
nalists.

Computer Security Training Modules for Journal-
ists. Through the above selection process, we identified
the computer security training modules, all designed specifi-
cally for journalists by the following organizations: the Cen-
tre for Investigative Journalism (CIJ) [12], Freedom of the
Press Foundation (FPF) [25], Electronic Frontier Founda-
tion (EFF) [11], Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) [33],
SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom [13], As-
sociation for Progressive Communications (APC) [14], In-
ternews [16], Front Line Defenders (FLD) [9], StoryMaker [32],
and We Fight Censorship (WeFC) [36] (See Table 1).

Learning Science Principles. Learning science prin-
ciples refer to instructional design principles, developed by
education researchers to guide the development of effective
education and training materials. In this work, we use seven
learning science principles as our evaluation criteria: learning-
by-doing, immediate feedback, conceptual procedural, con-
tiguity, personalization, story-based agent environment, and
reflection. Our selection is in line with that of previous
work [17], which used a set of learning principles for the

evaluation of their anti-phishing education tool designed for
general web users.

3. RESULTS
We report results on how well existing online security

training modules for journalists implement each of the seven
learning science principles (see Table 1 for a summary).

3.1 Learning-by-doing
Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) is one

way to model human cognition and learning, which aims
to define the basic and irreducible cognitive and perceptual
operations that enable the human mind [2]. One of its pri-
mary contributions to learning science is the conclusion that
knowledge and skills are acquired and strengthened through
practice [2]. For example, students whose learning is fol-
lowed by practice perform better than the students who do
not practice [1].

None of the security training modules we evaluated lever-
ages learning-by-doing, and thus the trainees did not get
hands-on experience of using a security tool as a part of the
training.

3.2 Immediate Feedback
As shown in prior study [8], it is important to provide im-

mediate feedback during the knowledge-acquisition phase to
ensure efficient learning and proper guidance towards correct
behavior, where providing immediate feedback, rather than
delayed feedback, results in significantly better performance
from the students.

The security training module developed by StoryMaker
partially leverages this principle. In this module [32], users
are presented with multiple choice questions at the conclu-
sion of each section. The system immediately informs the
user whether the given answer is correct. However, com-
pleting these questions is not required by the training [32],
and the system does not respond to open questions from
users [32].

3.3 Conceptual Procedural
Concept is a mental representation or prototype of ob-

jects or ideas (e.g., malware) [6]. Procedure refers to clearly



defined steps for the successful completion of a task (e.g.,
logging into an account) [6]. According to the conceptual-
procedural principle, conceptual and procedural knowledge
are built together in an iterative process, influencing one
another in mutually supportive ways. The findings from
prior research [31] support this learning principle: present-
ing students with concepts and procedures in an interwoven
pattern had a better impact on learning, as compared to
giving students all of the concepts followed by all of the pro-
cedures.

This learning principle is leveraged by all of the security
training modules in our research. For instance, in the sec-
tion on “Anonymous Communication”, the operation of how
to use an anonymous communication tool (e.g., Tor) is pre-
sented just after the concept of anonymity. However, the
modules differ on exactly how concepts and procedures are
presented to users, with four of ten modules using only tex-
tual information [9, 14, 16, 33], and others exploit graphical
interpretation of security concepts with still images or an-
imated videos [11–13, 25, 32, 36]. The Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF) is an exception in this case, using both
still images and animated videos for security training [11].

3.4 Contiguity
According to the contiguity principle [20], presenting

words and pictures contiguously (rather than isolated from
one another) in time and space increases the effectiveness
of computer-aided instructions, which is supported by the
findings in later research [24]. Using comic strips in security
education is an example of leveraging the contiguity princi-
ple [17], where users are presented with graphical characters
and their contiguous conversations in text form. Using comic
strips is more effective in knowledge acquisition than plain
text [17]. However, none of the security training modules
we evaluated uses comic strips.

The training modules [9,14,16,33] that use only text can-
not exploit the contiguity principle. By contrast, we found
that the training modules using a combination of text and
images partially satisfy the contiguity principle [12, 25, 32,
36], where images and text are placed contiguously in some
sections and separately in others. The security training
module developed by SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural
Freedom adheres to the contiguity principle, where animated
videos are presented with integrated text [13]. Four sections
of the training module designed by Electronic Frontier Foun-
dation (EFF) satisfy this learning principle by splicing text
in animated videos.

3.5 Personalization
According to Clark and Mayer [7], conversational style is

a better approach to deliver knowledge than formal. The
prior research [19] suggests that using “I”, “we”, “me”, “my”,
“you”, and “your” in instructional materials contributes to
enhanced learning. People become more engaged and learn
better if the material makes them feel that they are part of
a conversation rather than passively receiving information.

All security training modules we analyzed leverage the
personalization principle, as they follow a conversational
style in security training by using the terms “we”, “you”,
and “your”.

3.6 Story-based Agent Environment
Studies show that learning is enhanced if instructional

materials are presented within the context of a story [19],
where people are more motivated to learn when guided by
an agent [17]. Here, agents are cartoonish or real-life char-
acters presented either visually or verbally.

The security training module developed by SKeyes Cen-
ter for Media and Cultural Freedom partially leverages this
learning principle [13] by, instead of visual or verbal agent,
using a background voice to explain security concepts and
procedures in the context of a story. For example, an ani-
mated video about protecting a source’s identity presents a
scenario where a journalist meets his source, and then shows
a step-by-step process that the journalist can adopt to en-
sure security and privacy while communicating with sources.
While four out of 43 sections in the training module of the
Electronic Frontier Foundation [11], use animated videos,
none offers security training in the context of a story, or
uses any visual or verbal agent to guide users.

The study of Kumaraguru et al. [17] used the image of
an agent, in the form of still picture, to train users on iden-
tifying phishing emails, and found this method to be more
effective in security education than plain text.

3.7 Reflection
Reflection is the process by which learners get an opportu-

nity to pause and think about what they are learning, and its
implications [5]. The research [5] suggests that educational
systems should offer opportunities for learners to reflect on
their newly acquired knowledge.

Out of ten security training modules analyzed in this re-
search, the one from StoryMaker helps users to reflect on
their learning by including a set of multiple choice questions
at the end of each training section, where questions are re-
lated to the content of that section [32]. For example, the
question: “What is the best way to avoid being tracked by
my mobile phone?” is featured at the end of a section titled,
“How does my mobile phone put me at risk?”.

Because the questions in this module are optional to an-
swer [32], they cannot be relied upon to measure the progress
of trainees. It is possible to force users to answer the ques-
tions before they can move on to the next section. However,
this may increase the overall training time and/or cause frus-
tration for users, impacting usability. An opportunity for fu-
ture work is investigating the appropriate balance between
knowledge acquisition and usability of a training module.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section, we provide recommendations for the de-

sign of computer-security training for journalists, and fur-
nish examples of how to implement such recommendations.
Based on our findings above, we recommend deploying the
following strategies in an online security training module for
journalists: i) User Interaction, ii) Graphical Presentation,
iii) Evaluation of Learning, and iv) Leveraging Professional
Motivation.

4.1 User Interaction
It is imperative that a security training module not only

explains the security concepts and procedures, but also lets
the trainees have hands-on learning experience (i.e., learning-
by-doing) and immediate feedback from the system.

None of the training modules we evaluated leverages learning-
by-doing. We recommend that a security training module
leverage learning-by-doing in the form of practice. For ex-



ample, after presenting information about how to use an
encrypted email service, a trainee could be asked to actu-
ally install an encrypted email service and send a dummy
encrypted email to the training server before proceeding to
the next phase of training.

One of the training modules that we evaluated partially
leverages immediate feedback. To fully leverage this learning
principle, a training module should let the trainees ask open
questions through its user interface, and provide users with
immediate feedback. In this case, the training module could
present users with a “question-box” (e.g., a text-field on the
webpage) to let them ask questions any time. We note that
designing an automated or otherwise efficient process for
providing a user with the most appropriate answer to her
question is an independent research problem.

4.2 Graphical Presentation
Graphical presentation in a training module is important

to leverage conceptual procedural and contiguity principles.
However, 40% of the security training modules analyzed in
this research use only text to deliver knowledge.

The study of Bada and Sasse [3] depicts that a persua-
sive message should have four characteristics: i) it needs to
attract attention; ii) it must be understood; iii) it must re-
late to a matter worthy of processing; and iv) its contents
will need to be stored and recalled easily from memory. The
prior study [17] shows the effectiveness of graphical contents
in knowledge acquisition and retention through the process
of gaining users’ attention, illustrating the importance of se-
cure behavior, and offering clear understanding of security
concepts. Also, graphical information is easier to remember
than plain text because of the picture-superiority effect [26].
Especially because computer security topics often involve
concepts that are invisible and abstract, such as the Inter-
net or encryption, the use of graphical representations may
be particularly powerful for security training modules.

Thus, either in the form of still image or animated video,
we recommend that a training module exploit graphical pre-
sentation, and provide an agent to guide users through secu-
rity concepts and procedures. Animated video, for example,
leverages “vicarious experience”, which refers to vivid stories
that allow the listener to become a participant by identify-
ing with a character [27]. The study of Patterson et al. [27]
shows that changing the emotion associated with an activity
is a powerful way to motivate the change in behavior (e.g.,
security behavior), while “vicarious experience” is an effec-
tive technique to influence emotions. Future work should
investigate which graphical presentation (e.g., image, ani-
mated video, comic strip) performs best for knowledge ac-
quisition and retention of particular aspects of information
security-related content.

4.3 Evaluation of Learning
In the Results section, we explain how the reflection prin-

ciple is leveraged through the evaluation of users’ learning.
As we found, only one of the security training modules re-
viewed evaluates the learning of trainees, which asks multi-
ple choice questions at the end of each training section. We
recommend that a training module should also let a user re-
flect on her learning by presenting her with a scenario that
is common in her profession, and then ask how she would
use her learning to handle that situation in a secure and
privacy-preserving way. For example, to reflect upon the

knowledge on “anonymous communication” and “verifying
source material”, a journalist could be asked how she would
balance the needs to protect a source’s identity and ensure
the credibility of information received from that source.

4.4 Leveraging Professional Motivation
The study of Uskul et al. [34] showed that messages are

more persuasive when there is a match between the recipi-
ent’s motivational characteristics and the content of the mes-
sage. So, it is important to identify the motivation and prior
knowledge of target users before designing a security train-
ing module.

Protecting sources is one of the prime security concerns of
journalists [21, 22], and thus, should be an important moti-
vation for them to adopt better security practices. Several
of the training modules presented in this paper (e.g., [13,32])
devote space to explaining how to protect a source’s iden-
tity. We recommend that modules leverage this motivation
to nudge journalists towards adopting additional security
practices. For example, consider phishing attacks, a type
of threat on the rise against journalism organizations [30],
but of which individual journalists may not be sufficiently
cognizant [22]. To motivate journalists to take precautions
against such attacks, they should be informed about the pos-
sible consequences: failing to identify phishing emails could
lead to accidentally revealing information about a protected
source (e.g., clicking on a malicious link in an email could
lead to a spyware infection, remotely sending source infor-
mation to the attacker, or an account compromise).

Presenting the security issues in the context of target pro-
fession (e.g., journalism) motivates the trainees to better fo-
cus on learning, whereas people possess a tendency to care
less about “distant” harms [10]. Also, any security training
that “feels” generalized so as to apply to many different pro-
fessions fails to motivate the targeted professionals to change
their behavior [37].

5. CONCLUSION
By subjecting the designs of security training modules for

journalists to a learning-science-based analysis, we identify
a gap between current designs and those that would satisfy
learning science principles. We fill in the gap with a set of
recommendations, and identify the potentials for future re-
search through a collaboration among information security,
journalism, and HCI community. Our work is a primary but
important step towards designing a security training module
satisfying appropriate knowledge acquisition and retention
for journalists. Our recommendations for effective security
training modules for journalists, especially around finding
the unique professional motivation to leverage, may be ap-
plicable to other professions as well.
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